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The divider dimension of the graph of a continuous function is defined and 
compared to the well-known Hausdortf and fractal (or capacity) dimensions. 
The Hausdortf and fractal dimensions are lower bounds for the divider dimension. 
We provide an example of a function with a given divider dimension. The example 
shows that strict inequality between the classical and divider dimensions is possible. 
The example also shows that the divider dimension is not bounded above by the 
topological dimension of the containing Euclidean space. c 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
This paper gives a precise definition of the divider dimension of the 
graph of a function together with an example of a function whose graph 
has a given divider dimension. L. F. Richardson’s original work on the 
length of land frontiers and seacoasts [l] and the discussion of the dimen- 
sion of a curve given by Mandelbrot [2, pp. 25-301 based on the ideas of 
Richardson motivates these notions. In particular, Mandelbrot does not 
“propose to present a mathematical proof that Richardson’s D is a dimen- 
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sion” [2, p. 301. Falconer [3, p. 491 defines the divider dimension in a way 
similar to the definition given here, but does not prove any properties. This 
paper shows that indeed the definition does not reasonably give a dimen- 
sion since it can exceed the topological dimension of the containing plane. 
This note also gives some indication of the relationship between the 
Hausdorff dimension, the total variation, the divider dimension, and the 
“length” of a curve. 
Our interest in the problem began with a consideration of the mass, 
momentum, and energy transport across a two-fluid interface, an example 
of which is given in [4]. The transport rate of these quantities depends on 
the length of the interface. The divider technique would appear to be a 
natural way to measure the length of a complex interface. However, 
anomalous experimental results in characterizing the interface in terms of 
the divider dimension prompted the present mathematical investigation. 
Another mention of the use of the divider dimension in a fluid-dynamical 
context occurs in [S]. 
DEFINITION. For a continuous function f on an interval I and fixed 
E>O, we say that (x,,f(xz)) is an E-divider step away from (x,, f(xi)) if 
is nonempty and x2 = inf S. 
The definition is the equivalent of putting one leg of a draftsman’s 
divider on the point (xl,f(xi)) and finding the point on the graph with 
nearest x coordinate which lies on the arc traced by the other leg of the 
instrument. In the words of Richardson [ 1, p. 1681, we are “walking a pair 
of dividers.. . so as to count the number of equal sides of a polygon, the 
corners of which lie on the frontier.. . . The moving spike of the dividers 
describes a circle which may intersect the frontier in more than one point; 
if so, the intersection to be chosen is that one which comes next in order 
forward along the frontier.” Now consider following the graph of a function 
using successive s-divider steps. The next lemma shows that the “stepping” 
process must terminate under reasonable conditions. 
LEMMA. For a continuous function f on a closed bounded interval [a, b], 
the sequence of points 
defined by successive c-divider steps from (a, f(a)) must be a finite sequence. 
Proof: Suppose not, so there is an infinite sequence {xi},: i which is 
increasing and bounded above, hence convergent in [a, b]. Therefore 
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xi - xi- r -+ 0 as i -+ co. Since f is continuous on the closed bounded inter- 
val [a, b], the sequence f(xi) also converges and so f(xJ -f(xiP r) + 0 as 
i -+ co. But each divider step must satisfy 
which leads to a contradiction as i + 00. Therefore we can have only 
finitely many steps along the graph. 1 
DEFINITION. For a continuous function f on the interval [a, b], let 
g(c) be the number of s-divider steps across the graph of the function 
guaranteed by the previous lemma. We say that the s-divider path is the 
finite sequence of points (set (a, f(a)) = (x,, f(xO)) for convenience) 
(x0, f(xo)h (x1 3 f(x,)L (x2, .0x2)), ...7 (xB,(c)Y f(X,(,,)). 
Then we can define the divider dimension of the graph of a curve 
following Richardson and Mandelbrot [ 1, p. 169; 2, p. 291 as 
provided the limit exists. 
For graphs of discontinuous functions the divider dimension is not 
defined since the process of stepping across the graph may not terminate. 
For example, stepping across the graph of f(x) = l/(x - 1) on [0, 1) would 
not terminate for any E. For functions with jump discontinuities, the defini- 
tion of the stepping process would require additional requirements at the 
jumps. Therefore, we restrict the definition of the divider dimension to 
graphs of continuous functions. 
The definition of divider dimension is very similar to the definition of the 
fractal dimension, also called the capacity dimension, the box-counting 
dimension, and the Minkowski dimension [3, p. 38; 6, p. 157; 7, p. 1743. 
Because capacity has yet another related meaning in potential theory 
[8, p. 761 we prefer the term fractal dimension. Let r be any nonempty 
bounded subset of R” and let N,(T) be the smallest number of sets of 
diameter at most E which can cover r. Then the fractal dimension of r is 
defined as 
F= lim ln N,(r) 
E’O -In& ’ 
See [S, p. 71 for a definition of the Hausdorff dimension which is more 
complicated. 
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The next theorem compares the divider dimension D to the Hausdorff 
dimension H and the fractal dimension F of the graph of the curve. 
THEOREM. When the divider dimension exists, it sutisfies the inequality 
Proof Let E > 0 be given, and consider the E-divider path 
(x,,f(xo)), (x,, ,0X,))> (x2, f(-x*)), I..> ks(,)~ f(X,(,,)). 
Then consider the collection of closed right semicircular disks 
ui= ((X,~):J(X-X;)*+(.~--f(Xi))*~E, X2Xij. 
These semicircular disks are a cover of the graph of f, since suppose 
otherwise. That is, suppose there is (z, f(z))+ U, for any i=O, 1, . . . . C@(E). 
For convenience, set b = x3(,) + , . There is some j such that xi < z < x, + , 
But then the graph off must cross the semicircle of radius E at some value 
r where x, < < <z. But this is in contradiction to the supposition that the 
next divider step must occur at xi+, . Therefore, there are no points missed 
by the semicircular disks U;. 
The semicircular disks have diameter E and so N, Go. Then it 
immediately follows that F d D. 
Using the inequality relating the Hausdorff and fractal dimension [3, 
p. 433 or [7, Theorem 2, p. 2021, we can assert that I%< F to complete the 
proof, but it is a useful exercise in the definition of the Hausdorff dimension 
to compare the Hausdorff dimension and the divider dimension directly. 
For any 6 > 0, let V6 be the set of countable b-covers of the graph, that is, 
the covers of the graph by countably many sets whose diameter does not 
exceed 6 [S, p. 71. Then consider the s-outer measure of the graph with sets 
of radius 2~ and the corresponding overestimate of the outer measure by 
using the semicircles Ui, 
X;, = inf c diam( V,)S 
I 
O(s) 
d 2 diam( U,)’ 
,=O 
= (9(E) + 1)(2&)” 
=((E)-“+“@)+ 1)(2&)“, 
where Y](E) + 0 as E + 0. Therefore, for s > D, we have that 
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A?=lim,,, 2; =O. By the definition of the Hausdorff dimension 
H = inf{s: &?’ = 0} < D and the proof is done. 1 
Just as the Hausdorff dimension of a set in the plane is invariant under 
‘translations and rotations, so is the divisor dimension of a curve. This is 
clear because a rotation and translation would not alter the association of 
the set r with the successive semicircles constituting an s-divider path for 
a given value of E. Therefore 69(s) would not change with a rotation and 
the limit would be unchanged. Likewise, the divider dimension remains the 
same under linear contraction (or dilation) by a factor k since the divider 
dimension depends on the number of s-divider steps and not their size. 
Precisely, letting gr(s) be the number of s-divider steps across curve r and 
letting r’ be the image of r under the linear contraction 
D = lim W%-W)) = lim W&W 
I-’ -ln(ks) 
= D,. 
c-r0 &-o -In(k)-In(s) 
This is easily summarized by saying that the divider dimension is invariant 
under the group of similitudes of the plane. 
We now give a particular example of the divider dimension of the graph 
of a continuous function. Following [8, Sect. 8.2, p. 1141, let g be the 
“zig-zag” function of period 4 defined on R by 
i 
X, for Odx<l 
g(4n+x)= 2-x, for 16x<3 
x - 4, for 3<x<4, 
where n is an integer and 0 dx < 4. Let (Ai} be a sequence of positive 
numbers such that &+ I/& is increasing, &+,/A, + co, and In li+ l/in Ai + 1 
as i -+ co. For instance, take Ai = i !. For simplicity in the proof below we 
will additionally require that the set of integer multiples of l/A,, 
Ai= {n/A,: 0 <n < A,>, be contained in the corresponding set Aj if i< j. 
This will be the case for the example Ai= i!. 
Let 1 < s -=z 2 be given and then define f(x) to be the function 
f(x)= f lfyg(&X) 
i=l 
for 0 d x < 1. Then if r is the graph off(x) for 0 d x < 1, a theorem due to 
Besicovitch and Ursell shows that the Hausdorff dimension of r is s (see 
[S, Theorem 8.2, p. 1151). Likewise, the fractal dimension of r is also s by 
the following reasoning. Certainly s = H(T) G F(T) by [ 3, p. 431 or [7, 
Theorem 2, p. 202). Using [S, Theorem 8.1, p. 1131 it is easy to see that 
N,(T) d cspS + E- ‘. Then from the definition F(T) <s. 
409116712.8 
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On the other hand we have the following theorem showing that the 
inequality between the Hausdorff dimension and the divider dimension 
given above can be a strict inequality. Thus the comparison between the 
various notions of dimension for the graph of this function becomes 
H(T) = F(T) < D(T). 
The theorem also provides an example of a function with a given divider 
dimension. 
THEOREM. The divider dimension of I- is 1/(2-s). 
The proof depends on the following technical lemmas regarding the 
sequence { Ai} defined above. 
LEMMA. For sufficiently large values of k, at least large enough to 
guarantee that (%, + , /I.k)Sp ’ > 2, 
k-l 
and 
ProoJ It is enough to prove (1) since adding A;lP i to both sides yields 
(2). Let ai= (Ai+ I/Izi)S-‘, so that aj is increasing to infinity. Then by 
dividing through by ASP ’ , and introducing intermediate factors, it is 
enough to show that 
l+al+ala2+ ..’ +a,a2”‘ak-,6a,a2..‘ak/2. 
Rearranging and dividing by a, a, . ak _ , , it is enough to show 
2(1+a,+a,a,+ ... +a,a,...a,_, ) <a,-2 
ala2”‘akpl 
or equivalently 
2(l/(ala2~‘~akpl)+ ‘.. + l/akpl)<ak-2 
which is clearly true for sufficiently large k. 1 
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LEMMA. For values qf k large enough to guarantee that (A, + 1/A,)2 -’ 3 2, 
Proof. Let M=il,,,JA,+,, so that M2-S>2. Then 
1 = 
1 -M.v-2G,‘,. 
Then by the choice of M the lemma is completed. 1 
Proof of Theorem. We assume throughout that we are dealing with 
values of k so large that the hypotheses of the lemmas are satisfied. 
Additional restrictions will be placed on k later in the proof. 
If E is such that 
then the partial sums 
fk(X) = i n;‘-*g(&X) 
i=l 
satisfy 
Ifcx) -fktx)i = ( f 
r=k+l r=k+l 
and (for x $ A,) 
The partial sum fk(x) fails to have a derivative at the points of the set nk 
which we will call “nodal points.” Furthermore, the derivative of fk(x) has 
constant sign (except at the nodal points where the derivative fails to exist) 
on intervals of the form ((2n + 1)/n,, (2n + 3)/A,). 
Now suppose we are at some point (x,, j-(x,)) E r in the s-divider path 
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on r. The next step is to obtain a nontrivial upper bound on the length 
X Y in the s-divider step. /+1--i 
On an interval of the form ((2~ + 1 )/AA, (2n + 3)/i,), the total change in 
the partial sum ,fk(x) must be at least ;i;- ’ by (4) above. Then using (3). 
the total change in,f(x) on that interval is at least 1,;; ’ -4i,;;‘,. But 
provided l/8 2 (A, + t/&Y ‘. 
Therefore, on an interval of the form ((2~ + 1)/A,, (2n + 3)/A,), r cannot 
lie entirely within the semidisk of radius E centered at (x.~,~(x,)). Such an 
interval can lie at most a distance 2/A, from x,. Therefore, x, + , < CC, + 4/;lk. 
The next step is to obtain a lower bound on the distance x,+ , - x,. First, 
notice that the slope of the (k + 1)st partial sum satisfies 
Using (3), r must lie below the line y - j”(x,) = (2Ai ;\)(x - x,) + 2A”,;2, at 
least to the next nodal point. We will obtain a lower bound by estimating 
the x coordinate of the intersection of this line with the circle of radius E. 
For convenience, translate the origin of the coordinate system to the 
point (xi, f(x,)). The x coordinate of the intersection of the line f? = 2Ai; ‘r x 
with the circle of radius E is c/J-. The horizontal displacement 
of the line y = 2A;;‘,x + 2,I;;2, from the line y = 21;1;‘,x is 
n,-:,(~,+~lj~,+,)~~-‘. Th en the x coordinate of the intersection of 
y=2A;;;x+2A”-2 k+2 with the circle of radius E is larger than 
E/~~~-j.k:l(j’k+2/~k+,)J~2. 
The horizontal component x,+ , - xj of the s-divider step must therefore 
satisfy 
provided k is large such that (A,+,/A,+ ,)“-2 d l/(8 ,,6). 
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Now we divide these bounds on the horizontal projection of the steps 
into the interval length 1 to obtain the estimate on the number of steps: 
&/4<9(c)<g$&,. 
Then applying the definition of the divider dimension and using the bounds 
on the step length set at the beginning of the proof: 
in(W) <ln(%))Gln(8,/h+l) 
-ln(A;;:/4)‘ -In(s) -ln(Aim2/4) 
Using the hypothesis on the sequence Ai that ln(l;+ l)/ln(&) + 1 as i + cc 
it is now simple to verify that 
ln(g(E)) , 1 
-In(s) 2-s 
and the proof is complete. i 
Note that for 1 <s < 2, s < 1/(2-s). Note further that for s> ;, the 
divider dimension is greater than 2, which is unsuitable for a reasonable 
definition of dimension of a set contained in the plane. 
More generally, suppose a continuous function satisfies a uniform 
irregularity condition of order a on [a, b], so that there is an a > 0 and an 
h, > 0 such that for any x E [a, b], and for all 0 < h < h,, 
max If(x + z) -f(x)1 > h”. 
O<Z<h 
Then for E sufficiently small, the divider step will have an x-projection of 
length less than E ‘I’. Then 9(s) 2 E - lb and so the divider dimension (if the 
limit exists) would satisfy D 3 l/a. In the proof of the theorem, Eq. (4) and 
the argument following show that the function f defined above satisfies 
such a uniform irregularity condition of order l/(s - 2). 
The uniform irregularity condition, which is a sort of opposite to a 
uniform Holder condition of order a, is only a fairly strong sufficient condi- 
tion guaranteeing a lower bound for the divider dimension. Even for func- 
tions which do not have the uniform irregularity we may still be able to 
estimate the divider dimension. Consider for example the graph of a sample 
path of one-dimensional Brownian motion B(t) as a function of time t. 
Then 
PrComa:, IB(t+z)-B(t)1 >h”*]=2Pr[B(t+h)-B(t)>hl’*] 
z 
=2(1-JV(l))ZO.317..., 
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where U&“(x) is the cumulative distribution function of a normal random 
variable with mean 0 and variance 1 (see [9, p. 1751). However, let E 
be given with 0 <a < f. Consider an arbitrary sample path B(t, w) of 
Brownian motion. Then consider the s-divider path across the graph of the 
sample path on 0 < t d 1. Because the sample path is random, the number 
of divider steps g(s, o) is also random. Nevertheless, 
Ir(c, (0, 
&*w,@)= 1 (B(t,,w)-B(t, ,,W))‘+(tn-trz~,)2 
n=l 
so that 
W&W) 
J, (4 n’ t O)--B(t,-1,W)J2 
6 &%(&, co) 
9(&, III) 
d 1 (B(t,,o)-B(t,~l,w))*+(t,-t,-,). 
II=1 
Taking expectations and using the variance property of Brownian motion 
we get a telescoping sum on both sides of the inequality for any sample 
path so that 
%(E, w) 
GE c (B(t,,o)-B(t,~,,w))‘+(f,-t,-,) <2. 
n=l > 
Therefore, 1/(2s2) < E(~(E)) < 2/~~ and so the average divider dimension of 
Brownian motion is 2. Heuristically from the law of the iterated logarithm, 
we conjecture the divider dimension is 2 almost surely (in the language of 
probability theory), but the proof should be more subtle because of the 
lack of uniformity. 
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